The electrochemically-assisted crystallization of non-purified (commercial purity) cytochrome c was successfully achieved inside of small cell of a dynamic light scattering (DLS) apparatus. The method combined batch crystallization conditions and an internal electrical field to favor the nucleation stage. This methodology crystallizes commercial cytochrome c without previous isoforms separation, decreasing costs and experimental time to obtain crystals. The effect of the electric field on the aggregation time and on the protein nucleation was observed in real time by means of dynamic light scattering methods. The results showed a marked decrease of the crystallization time (from 45 days to 5 days) highly improving the previous reported method of crystallization. The HPLC signal of re-dissolved crystals of these protein crystals showed that the protein corresponds to the same isoform previously crystallized by microseeding methods. The excellent crystal quality of the cytochrome c crystals obtained in the presence of electrical current was confirmed by protein X-ray crystallography reaching 1 angstrom of resolution. It is now 20 years since the first structure of Gramicidin D has been reported [1]. Wild type Gramicidin D from bacillus brevis is a mixture of three peptides (Gramicidin A, B and C) each consisting of 15 residues that differ only at position 1 and 11. Gramicidin exhibits antibiotic activity against Gram-positive species by forming ion channels through cell membranes that preferably transport Na + / K + . Various solvate structures and ion-complexes of Gramicidin are known to date, as summarized recently [2]. We have re-examined the original ethanol solvate to illustrate the benefits of ultra-high resolution in protein crystallography. To minimize rotational disorder and to maximize resolution we collected data on purified Gramicidin A at a temperature of 5 K at the 3rd generation synchrotron SLS in Switzerland. The resulting Bragg data to 0.66 Angstrom resolution were evaluated with the non-spherical scattering factors of the invariom database [3,4] which is based on the Hansen-Coppens variation of the rigid pseudoatom formalism. Single crystal diffraction data evaluated this way provide a wealth of detailed and accurate information on structure, geometry and electron-density derived properties. For Gramicidin and its biological function an analysis of the electrostatic potential [5] Extension of data resolution from high to atomic level reveals a wealth of information about the intricate details of protein structures, important for discussing their chemical and biological behavior or their potential to interact with other molecules. The triclinic form of hen egg-white lysozyme is an example of protein crystals able to diffract beyond the ultra-high resolution limit of 0.8 Å. The ultrahigh resolution data measured from these crystals at extremely low temperature of 16 K allowed us to obtain a very accurate model of the molecule. About half of the whole structure displays multiple conformations of the main and side chains. Electron densities for hydrogen atoms and bonding electrons are apparent in many fragments as well as strong indications about protonation states of potentially charged groups. Several discrepancies from the library of geometrical parameters are suggestive for reevaluation of some of such library targets. The structural model will be compared in detail with several available structures of lysozyme obtained with different data resolution limits and temperatures.
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